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MANAGEMENT CONUNDRUM
Protected time for training – 

it’s just a fallacy, isn’t it?

“Colette Capsule, our Senior Pharmacy Technician, came

to see me yesterday and complained bitterly about

something she considered to be unfair treatment.

Mohammed Mixture, one of our clinical pharmacists, is

on a residential course that involves him spending two

days a month off site for the next year”, said  Janet

Donit, Chief Pharmacist of Metropolis NHS Trust.

“And?”, asked Carey Whitecoat, Riverdale Primary Care

Organisation's Head of Medicines Services.

“Well, Colette’s point was that she often gets dragged

into the dispensary to help out because they’re short of

people when she really has other things to do but

Mohammed escapes from that.”

“I see”, said Carey, ”but why don’t you just get

Mohammed to give up some of his residential time?”

“It’s not that simple. He signed up for training because

he was promised protected time so how  can I tell him

he can’t actually get it? I do accept that patient services

take priority over training, and mandatory training such

as fire safety or safeguarding takes priority over any

other training, but how can staff keep up to date if they

can’t get protected time for study?”

Carey looked thoughtful. “I can see that but another

issue is how much time is reasonable? If, for example,

one of your pharmacists asks to do an MBA and another

a Diploma, which is less demanding timewise, how do

you decide? Is whatever you do fair on those who never

ask for protected time?”

“I know”, said Janet. “I’ve had to say ‘no’ to some

requests but still get the feeling that the person feels

aggrieved. Maybe I’m not doing it right!”

Oh dear - there does seem to be a problem here! How can requests for protected

time be handled fairly and how can you say ‘no’ when necessary?

How would you advise Janet so that she avoids the problem in the future.

John Terry, Head of
Pharmacy, Neath Port
Talbot Hospital
Correspondence to
john.terry@wales.nhs.uk

Situations such as this are always difficult,

the old chestnut of ‘never being able to

please all of the staff all of the time’ is

certainly applicable. However, there are

a number of processes that can be

employed to ensure equity as far as

possible. 

Firstly, Janet needs to establish if

Colette’s frustration is driven by the fact

that she is the one person who is

constantly being asked to cover or is it

disproportionate compared to other

staff members?

As Colette is in a senior position, this

is also an opportunity to ask if other

members of staff feel equally frustrated

and/or disadvantaged. Is Colette picking

up the same level of dissatisfaction from

other technicians and pharmacists?

Finally, what is Colette’s understanding of

the study leave process and how the

senior team and Janet arrive at the

decisions to grant study leave.

Having gathered the background in

greater depth, Janet can then discuss

options and possible solutions.

• If the cover was constantly focussed

around one or two individuals,

especially Colette, then one option

would be to have a rota system so that

cover would be provided on a more

equitable basis taking into account

experience and skill mix

considerations. The rota could be

factored into the daily work

scheduling for the department.

Sharing the workload this way would

allow individuals to meet their

deadlines for aspects of their workload

that are important to them and to plan

time into their individual diaries.

Commentaries
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• If Janet picks up a theme from Colette

of general dissatisfaction from the

department as a whole, this is an

opportunity for Janet to revisit the

current approach to study leave and

the selection of staff who undertake

further development. 

• Opportunities for appropriate study

leave are usually identified from

individual performance and

development reviews (PADRs). These

should be linked to NHS strategic

plans and how the contents filter

down to what pharmacy and

individuals can offer to meet the

aspirations and targets identified.

Equipping pharmacy staff with the

appropriate skills to undertake new

roles, such as medicines optimisation

and non-medical prescribing, are

inextricably linked to study leave and

meeting organisational objectives for

the service. 

• Janet and her senior team could

‘refresh’ staff on the opportunities for

the department to play a key role in

delivering national and organisational

objectives, emphasising that these will

only be realised by everyone

supporting the study leave process.

This would give a greater sense of

ownership and ‘buy-in’ from all staff.

Ensure that staff understand that,

while covering can be onerous, it

contributes to the long-term

development of the department and

not just individual members.

• Having established why supporting

study leave is vital to the health of the

department, job enrichment, future

recruitment and retention there is a

need to look at how the current

application process is managed. A

simple departmental policy on how to

apply, what factors will gain greater

traction and the need to identify

suitable capacity to support the study

leave while maintaining operational

service should be explicit.
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Opportunities for appropriate study leave are usually identified from 

individual performance and development reviews.

“. . . this is an opportunity for Janet to revisit the current
approach to study leave and the selection of staff 

who undertake further development.”
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What is being highlighted here is a

continual balancing act between

supporting Personal Development Plans

for individual staff, succession planning

where staff with obvious talent need

to be given relevant opportunities,

development of a team and safe delivery

of a pharmacy service with appropriately

skilled staff working in the right place,

and at the right time.  

This scenario also highlights how

resentment can potentially appear within

the workforce when opportunities and

protected time are not dealt with

transparently and fairly.

The senior technician Colette’s point

that she ‘often gets dragged into the

dispensary to help out because they’re

short of people when she really has other

things to do’ is not about study leave, but

about staff rotas and dispensary cover

throughout the working day; this is a

separate issue that Janet could address

with her lead for patient services.

Looking at this strictly from the

NHS Agenda for Change handbook1

perspective, the relevant sections relate

to study leave (it is expected that unpaid
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• This must be supported by a solid

education and training platform

where staff selected to undertake

further qualifications share their

learning within teams and the

department overall. This will further

enhance the commitment of staff

supporting each other. The interactive

nature of this approach facilitates staff

meeting their individual CPD

requirements.

• Staff must also understand that, while

such guidance forms the basis of all

decisions, there will be occasions

where serendipitous opportunities

arise at short notice. Janet and the

senior team will then have to make a

decision for the ‘greater good’ of the

department and this, on occasions,

may be seen as advantageous for

some individuals who fit the talent

criteria for the opportunity. These will

be exceptional decisions.

• Hopefully, with a greater understanding

of the ‘bigger picture’, a refresh of

current processes and procedures and

improved rostering for cover the study

leave process will have greater clarity,

understanding and meaning for all

the pharmacy staff. Ultimately, this will

lead to a greater sense of satisfaction

and willingness to cover colleagues

undertaking study leave.  
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“Janet should advise her line managers to have conversations
with all staff about opportunities for further study, upskilling
and career progression, aligning these conversations to a 

longer-term strategy for service development . . .”

schemes are provided) and career

progression (England). It states:  

‘All staff will have annual

development reviews which will result in

the production of a personal

development plan. Similar to current

practice, development reviews will take

place between staff and their manager or,

where appropriate, their supervisor, a

professional adviser or another

appropriately trained senior team

member…

…Approaches to development will

not just consist of courses but will also

involve distance learning, private study,

opportunities to participate in particular

projects or work areas, short

secondments, work shadowing, peer

review and other continuing professional

development activities.’

As Chief Pharmacist, Janet has an

opportunity to show leadership here and,

moving forward, could nurture an

environment and culture where staff

want to progress and are supported in

doing so. Staff who are given opportunity

to develop their skills and experience real

career progression are more motivated

and feel a deeper sense of job

satisfaction; this may even lead to

reduced sick leave, which is always a

welcome management bonus. Lack of

opportunity and resentment leads to a

toxic environment which does not foster

this sense of ‘mattering’ within the

service and system.

Each case still needs to be looked at

individually. Janet should advise her line

managers to have conversations with all

staff about opportunities for further

study, upskilling and career progression,

aligning these conversations to a longer-

term strategy for service development

and simultaneous delivery of a well-

resourced service.  In an ideal scenario, all

staff will want to progress, and all staff

will be accommodated; the balancing act

will continue.
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